FOCUS YOUR LENS

Our readers will be delighted this week with the latest and best photographs of campus activities. In addition, we help every student understand and pay for this service. We have pictures — the kind that can come only from students.

We pay for every photograph used. Blow the dust off your camera and send your photographs to the Editor.

BABSON WILL ON FORTUN
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A BOISTEROUS AMBASSADOR

Many Technology fans expected a Speech at Atrium Monday. Many in the happy throng had assumed that the speaker would be Mr. Horace H. Horner, famed for his knowledge of the 'Cranes' football team. From left to right: Dreshar, guard; Boots, guard; Helms, guard; Mizeliner, center; Schmidt, tackle; Schnupp, tackle; Hjighberger, tackle; Netland, guard; Yeriva, guard or center; Lovewell, guard. Their average weight is more than 200 pounds and all but three are six footers.

(A. M. Seaberg)

A Straight, Hard Line. Here are the first-string forwards of the Cranegate Institute Technology football team. From left to right: Doshier, guard; South, guard; South, guard; H_CERT, guard; Motalone, center; Smith, tackle; Hjighberger, tackle; Netland, guard. Their average weight is over 250 pounds and all but three are six footers.

(James H. Gilbert)

A Dark and Stormy Night! Here's a gloomy view of the "Deep Dark Mystery" he University of Oklahoma at Norman. The backer is certainly enjoying himself at this instant — but, on the other hand, he may be having a lucky experience. It's hard to tell about such things.

(Pacifica and Atlanta)

The Smarter Coat of the Season

THE NEW ALLIGATOR AVIATION MODEL

The new Alligator Aviation model breezes into the Fall season with all the freshness of a crisp autumn day. Alligator has gone far beyond prevailing standards of swagger appearance, fine tailoring and distinctive design. The famous Alligator line includes a wide range

100% satisfaction guaranteed. 

(Sales and Service)

The policies of the V1-A News for the coming term will be detailed soon and the entire news staff will be elected. The hour and room will be posted in the V1-A bulletin board in the second floor corridor of building 10.

(Edwin K. Levy)

During the war Mr. EK was Director-general of Education under Government appointment. He is a term member of the Institute: His term expires in 19...
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When asked if he had been in the service Mr. Horner said, "I was in the service but there are still about two thousand checks that their owners have not claimed as yet. The checks vary greatly in size. The smallest check is for one thousand dollars, the largest is for one hundred and eighty dollars."
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